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Hello! The fact that you are reading this small booklet signifies that I have  
successfully completed my second stage play.  Thank you to everyone who 
read  Master Manderdorke last year. This year I believe The Fourth Curtain 
far surpassed the quality of my previous play. I especially enjoyed writing the 
action-filled zombie scenes while picturing how much fun the cast and crew 
would  have  acting  them  out.  Performing  this  play  results  in  thrill, 
entertainment, and suspense for everyone involved in the show.

I recommend reading the full stage guide before starting a formal 
rehearsal with the script.  This particular booklet revolves around specifics  
related to play performance that are not found in the script. Stage directions,  
diagrams, and a master prop list are all contained within this guide. Theater 
participants should note that the instructions noted in the guide are subject to 
change  depending  upon  auditorium  layout,  material  availability,  or  the 
director’s personal discretion. Cast members can find their stage entrance and 
exit locations in here. Stage Crew may note the stage setup diagrams and prop 
list near the guide’s end. The director holds the right to alter this guide or the  
play  script  as  necessary  in  order  to  accommodate  a  particular  cast  or 
auditorium.  Any alterations  may be  noted in  the Rehearsal  Notes  booklet  
found inside the play folder.

Break a leg!
-DA Agelle

Costumes and Setting

In this play, costumes will contrast from the past and present era scenes. Amaranth 
Frey’s scenes take place in the early 1700s. Cleodette Taite should wear clothing 
pertaining to today’s twenty-first century fashions.

Intermission

The precise location of The Fourth Curtain’s intermission is currently positioned 
between the first and second acts. Its location may be altered by the director in 
order to accommodate their performance running time. Performances with a longer 
running time may require an intermission positioned between the second and third 
acts.

Stage Lighting

The lighting of the stage will  help distinguish between scenes occurring in the  
Amaranth Frey or Cleodette Taite’s time era. Standard stage brightness is suitable 
for Cleodette Taite’s era while for Amaranth Frey the illumination darkens into a 
blue/purple glow.
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Act I Props and Instructions

Scene I – Prologue

The stage is set as the ocean shore outside Seaglass. Lights are dimmed 
to a dark blue/purple color to recreate the atmosphere of an eerie nighttime glow.  
During a blackout the stage crew drags a large wooden ship onstage. After the ship 
is in place the lights slowly return to the dark blue/purple color. Both zombies exit  
stage right. The ship should be of a reasonable size and allow for Amaranth Frey 
and another zombie to fit inside. Consideration should be taken when choosing 
shore scenery so zombies may hide behind it.

- Large wooden ship
- Assorted plants, shore rocks, trees, and other natural scenery 
- Sets of cut-out footprints may be placed onstage in a shuffling pattern 

if desired
- Piece(s) of assorted driftwood (from ship wreckage) for Amaranth’s 

zombie defense

Scene II – Seaglass by the Shore

This scene returns to the present time. When the curtain opens for this scene stage 
lights  are  brightened and stage  set  as  the interior  of Seaglass’s  library.  Placed 
onstage are multiple bookcases filled with books. Placed near stage right is the 
librarian’s desk. A small set of stairs leads to the upper level of the library offstage 
stage left. Cleodette Taite, Art Rotamo, Amaranth Frey, and Cherry Carter all enter 
and exit the library stage right. The first stage curtain may open and close before  
Amaranth  Frey  and  Cherry  Carter’s  entrance  depending  upon  the  director’s 
discretion. 

- Three or more suitcases for Cleodette
- A set of keys (placed in Art Rotamo’s jacket pocket)
- Librarian’s desk with a stack of books and file box on top
- Small leather-bound book belonging to Amaranth Frey
- Pen inside desk drawer
- Pocket watch carried by Cherry Carter with costume

Scene III – The Undead Parasites

Before the beginning of this scene any props moved by past characters should be  
removed  such  as  the  book  tossed  by  Amaranth  Frey.  The  library  returns  to 
Cleodette  Taite’s  time.  Library  visitors  enter  and  exit  the  library  stage  right. 
Around ten to  fifteen extras  portray the roles  of Seaglass citizens.  Four  to six 
others portray Seaglass citizens of the past.  Cleodette exits  the library offstage 
from the staircase.  Amaranth enters  onstage  through the library entrance stage 
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right.
- Celebratory cake 
- Plates (enough for Cleodette, mayor, Rotamos, and extras)
- Forks (enough for Cleodette, mayor, Rotamos, and extras)
- Shovel carried by Amaranth
- Pen stored inside of Amaranth’s desk
-  Approximately  six  tools  (such  as  rakes,  shovels,  or  rope)  carried 
onstage by Mayor Frank Pennett and Seaglass citizens

Act II Props and Instructions

Scene I - A Dark Legacy

The scene starts in the time period of Cleodette Taite during the morning before 
Mayor  Henry  Morst’s  arrival.  The  library  visitor,  Mayor  Henry  Morst  and 
Cleodette Taite arrive and leave the library through the stage right entrance. No 
props changes are needed since Cleodette Tiate’s last  scene.  The set should be  
checked to ensure that background props used in the scene are present if they were 
not placed onstage before the first library scene.

- Card in back of library book
- Small wooden file box on library desk for book card
- Library card for the library visitor
- Umbrella for Cleodette Taite 

Scene II – Keeping Up The Fight

For  the  scene  the  stage  changes  to  Amaranth  Frey’s  setting.  In  the  beginning 
Amaranth  Frey and  Mayor  Frank  Pennett  stand  onstage.  Cherry Carter  enters 
through the library door stage right. Those entering and exiting from the library‘s 
upstairs use stage left. 

- Amaranth’s shovel placed behind her library desk
-  A branch  from a  tree  used  by Cleodette  Taite  to  fend  against  the 

zombies
- Piece of cloth bandage for Cherry Carter’s injured ankle

Scene III – Lesson From the Passed

The scene takes place during the time of Amaranth Frey in the evening before a  
zombie attack.  Exactly like the previous scenes throughout the play,  characters 
enter stage right for the library doors and stage left for the library’s upstairs. This 
scene requires no new props.
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- | Intermission | -

Act III Props and Instructions

Scene I – Goodbye, Cherry

 This is the last library scene for Amaranth and the past characters. The stage crew 
can duplicate the effects of a strong storm through the use of thunder, wind, and 
rain  sound effects.  Flickering stage  lights  imitate  lightning.  Before  the curtain 
opening the stage should contain scattered papers and items lying about to recreate 
a scene of rushed chaos in the library. Confirm the placement of Amaranth's shovel  
behind her desk. No new props are needed for the scene.

Scene II – A Lost Cause

The stage returns to Cleodette's time era. All new changes from the previous scene 
are reversed. Instead, yellow security tape drapes around the furniture and crosses 
the stage multiple times. The set should appear like a sectioned off crime scene.  
Labeled  cards,  drawn  markings,  etc.  may  be  included  if  the  director  agrees. 
Amaranth's  journal  should  still  remain  inside  of  the  desk  drawer.  New props 
include:

- Captain Willen Fernne's clipboard, pen, and paper for notes
- Second shovel given by Captain Willen Fernne to Cleodette Taite

Scene III – Too Many, Too Late

The entire stage reverts back to the beach setting identical to the first scene not 
including the  shipwreck debris.  Amaranth  enters  stage  left.  No new props  are 
required.

Scene IV – Meet the Author

The shore set may be changed slightly or left identical to the previous scene with 
Amaranth Frey. The stage’s fourth curtain (if not present, the curtain farthest from 
the  stage)  is  shut  with  the  row of  zombies  standing  behind  it.  All  zombies, 
including zombie cast, make up the hidden line. Art Rotamo, Cleodette Taite, and 
Captain Willen Fernne enter stage left. Art Rotamo and Captain Willen Fernne exit 
stage  right.  After  their  exit,  Art  Rotamo  and  Captain  Willen  Fernne  become 
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zombies and join the row of zombies behind the fourth curtain. Amaranth Frey 
enters stage right. This scene does not involve any new props.

__________

Alterations to Play Script, Stage, and Characters

The director of this play holds the right to decide upon any alterations 
related to this play’s performance. Alterations include those relating to a particular 
stage  setup,  available  cast  characteristics,  timing,  and  the  play  script  to  
accommodate any of the changes. They may include the following:

- Location of props and furniture items onstage
- Intermission placement to accommodate the play’s running time
- Curtain, effects, and lighting

Major  alterations  relating  to  the  course  of  the  play’s  plot,  setting,  character 
personalities, and other large portions of the play done in a way which interferes  
with  the  theme of  this  original  play are  not  permitted.  Scenes  and  other  play 
content may not be added without specific permission from the author. This play is  
the intellectual property of the playwright, DA Agelle. 

Those who violate the conditions written above are subject to continuous zombie 
attacks  for  the  rest  of  their  natural  and  unnatural  lives. No paid  royalties  are 
required for performance.

__________

By DA Agelle

I said I would write a play involving the use of the fourth curtain –and here it is.

First draft started January 3, 2011 and completed April 28, 2011
Printed ________

----^---<@
Dedicated to:

Bolona and Cindy,
Thanks for encouraging me to keep writing.

Courtney, thanks for being an amazing stage manager!

And of course,

My wonderful friends and family in the amazing Mount Pleasant Area Student 
Theater
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